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1 Introduction     

This research report has been written as part of the Kajaani University of Applied Sciences` 

(KAMK) AI Boost project (ELY funding for the development of companies’ operative environment 

in the European Regional Development Fund). AI Boost is included as one of the CEMIS (Centre 

of Measurement and Information Systems, www.cemis.fi) projects between 2020-2021. The AI 

Boost project aims to create new knowhow and understanding on how companies in Finland are 

utilizing artificial intelligence (AI) in their activities. The project aims to clarify the drivers and 

challenges related to deploying AI for small and medium-sized companies. In addition, the pur-

pose is to identify how AI utilization can impact company strategy, turnover, and results. Addi-

tionally, there is the target of understanding how companies can create new business, increase 

current business, and make operations more efficient, through AI.   

 

The project need arose from the generally recognized need in the Kainuu region, and elsewhere 

in Finland, to find ways of increasing digitalization, as well as the testing and deployment of AI in 

SME-sized companies. In addition, the project implementers, the CEMIS Business Development 

unit (CBD), have previously recognized many challenges for startups and SMEs in creating enough 

income and efficiency to run international and managing increasingly global operations. Using 

only traditional manual means of operations leaves too much of a burden on individuals in small 

companies. Even though Finland is generally technologically advanced, including in the deploy-

ment of AI, only 3,15 percent of Finnish companies with over 5 employees utilize AI on daily basis 

(SP6).  

 

In Kainuu, the level of digitalization and the speed of AI deployment in SMEs can be improved. 

This has been reflected in findings from previous regional projects, such as Kainuun Digitie and 

Core Competence Development (CCD), as well as in how strongly it has been emphasized in re-

gional development funding programs. Digitalization is required practically from all micro and 

SME companies today, while deploying AI in a disruptive, innovative way is seen as one of the key 

means to impact global business (SP3). New means of increasing the use of AI and other means 

in the wider concept of digitalization in SMEs, are required in the region. Companies who do not 

utilize any AI are expected to face hard competition in the future, according to many sources.  

http://www.cemis.fi/
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It has been seen by CBD that there is a favorable environment for AI utilization in Kainuu, where 

many SMEs have been innovative during the pandemic, and we believe many firms can be further 

supported through new projects and digitalization initiatives. This report can, for its part, demon-

strate how companies can think of creating new business through AI, and an important target for 

the project is to disseminate the new knowhow in the region. The infrastructure in Kainuu is al-

ready strong with both KAMK and CSC having supercomputers available, and more research is 

planned to determine how local business life can best benefit from these resources.  

 

This view has been emphasized in discussions with AI field experts around Finland and the need 

for this study was strongly validated by these interview discussions. In Finnish SMEs, expertise 

and use of digitalization and AI tools has yet to be deeply embedded in their culture (SP6). Also, 

many AI-related pilot projects and tests do not lead into the production level and companies may 

drop out during the process (SP1). This increases the need to initiate and try sufficient new open-

ings and AI pilots in SMEs through regional research and development support. An expert (SP5) 

has also estimated the lack of technical expert staff as a significant hinderance in Finland, as ex-

pertise from various areas in relation to AI, including legislation and computer science, is de-

manded by companies in addition to core technology and programming skills.   

 

This research report is an important output by the project to respond to its goals. The report is 

based on both a secondary study on academic and business sources, as well as its unique primary 

study. The following chapter discusses how this report was compiled, while chapter 3 focuses on 

secondary material related to the topic and research questions. Chapter four answers the re-

search questions based on the project's primary research findings. Chapter 5 provides some con-

clusions and recommendations, and chapter 6 outlines noted limitations of the study and poten-

tial avenues for further research.  

 

The primary study in this project has largely been conducted through interviews of SMEs who 

utilize AI. Part of the interviewed SMEs are AI providers whose businesses are chiefly based on AI 
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solutions, while others are companies that utilize AI to improve existing products or AI solu-

tions/software provided by their suppliers. AI providers were included as they are most advanced 

in the use of AI and could therefore be expected to extend and share the most expertise on the 

topics. Previous research in Finland has sometimes covered AI use in general SMEs, per region for 

example, so considering SMEs with AI as a core part of the strategy was expected to give a new 

dimension.  

 

Thus, this report aims to provide new insight into the AI phenomenon, particularly for regional 

SMEs. It brings a closer, more discussive perspective in comparison to some nationwide studies, 

to encourage new initiatives, testing, and deployment of AI technologies in Kainuu-based SMEs 

in the future. CBD will be happy to extend on the findings of this report and discuss the project 

research in more detail with all regional and national stakeholders. CBD contact details are at-

tached to this report.   
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2  Research methodology  

A mixed research method was used in this project. This method is suitable for a study that aims 

to develop new knowledge on a specific phenomenon (Creswell., 2009; Erickson & Kovalainen, 

2008; Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, 2004). Likewise, the method is useful for convergence, comple-

mentary, and expansion of existing knowledge (Palinkas et al., 2011). Often, the use of the mixed 

method consists of only qualitative and quantitative research methods. Meanwhile, the mixed 

method can contain the use of two or more approaches, methods, instruments, and concepts in 

a single study (Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, 2004). Therefore, this project used a literature review 

and qualitative research methods.  

 

A literature review is relevant when a study focuses on trends and points of view on a topic. The 

review helps researchers to know what has been done and what is going on in a topic (Denyer & 

Tranfield, 2009; Petticrew & Roberts, 2006; Tranfield et al., 2003). The literature review also en-

ables the researchers to identify key themes, debates, and discussions on a topic (Steward, 2004). 

Most importantly, the literature review integrates different and related research works, as well 

as provides key knowledge on a topic (Torraco, 2005; Steward, 2004). On the other hand, a qual-

itative research method is relevant when a study needs to be investigated in its natural environ-

ment. The method enables researchers to have an in-depth understanding of a topic. It also ena-

bles them to use different materials, analyze them and interpret their findings (Creswell., 2009; 

Erickson & Kovalainen, 2008; Yin, 2003). In respect to the importance of both methods, this pro-

ject combined them purposely to achieve its goal. 

 

According to Denyer and Tranfield (2009) and Petticrew and Roberts (2006), literature review 

comprises defining search terms, selection of databases, searching of literature materials, pre-

reading and selection of relevant materials, analyzing literature, and presentation of outcomes. 

Accordingly, the process followed. The search was defined by focusing on “Use of AI in Business”, 

“What is an AI” business” and “AI is defined as”. The first searching was done focusing on “Use of 

AI in Business” and the search was done on ABI (Proquest). This database was selected due its 

accessibility. Then, the literature search started with a time frame of publication which was be-

tween years 2010 and 2020. This period was selected purposely to obtain recent and sufficient 
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scholarly materials for this project. From the database, thousands of materials were found, but 

pre-reading enabled the authors to reduce the number to those most relevant.  One hundred and 

twenty (120) were selected that consisted of articles, conference papers, book reviews and re-

ports from recognized organizations (e.g., MIT). Most of the selected materials are recent around 

3 years ago. The selected materials for this project were read in full and sixty (60) of them were 

chosen for further review.   

 

The second search focused on “What is an AI” and “AI is defined as” terms. The Google scholar 

database was used. After pre-reading, 188 materials were selected, but after full reading, 55 of 

them were selected.  Altogether, 115 literature materials were chosen from both searches. The 

chosen materials were analyzed with a thematic analysis tool. This analysis is recommended by 

scholars, such as Torraco (2005), and Steward (2004). Then, the findings were outlined. 

 

For the qualitative method, interview was used to collect data. Some scholars, such as Creswell 

(2009), Erickson and Kovalainen (2008) and Yin (2003) recommended that interviews are suitable 

for qualitative studies. These scholars argued the interview enables researchers to access relevant 

data. In this project, an online interview was used due to the Coronavirus pandemic. About 53 

organizations were contacted, based on a secondary search into Finnish market companies, and 

but 25 people from these organizations were able to participate. These participants were grouped 

into three categories. The first category was experts. They represented different Finnish organi-

zations that are strongly involved in many AI activities in Finland. The second category was AI 

solution providers. They represented Finnish AI companies that provide different AI solutions, 

either to local companies or internationally. The last category was the AI solution users. They 

represented the companies that used AI in their operations.  

THE STUDY PARTICPANTS 

 

Study participant 

(Anonymous code) Position of SP Category 

 SP1 Head of AI project Expert 
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 SP2 

Head and Member of AI 

programs Expert 

 SP3 

Vice Director of AI organi-

zation Expert 

 SP4 Director of AI organization Expert 

 SP5 Head of AI project Expert 

 SP6 Director of AI organization Expert 

 SP7 Head of AI and Analytics AI solution provider 

 SP8 CEO AI solution provider 

 SP9 CEO AI solution provider 

 SP10 CEO AI solution provider 

 SP11 CEO AI solution provider 

 SP12 CEO AI solution provider 

 SP13 Regional Sales Manager AI solution user 

 SP14 CEO AI solution user 

 SP15 CEO AI solution user 

 SP16 CEO AI solution user 

 SP17 CEO AI solution user 

 SP18 CEO AI solution user 

 SP19 CEO AI solution user 

 SP20 CEO AI solution user 
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 SP21 CEO AI solution user 

 SP22 CEO AI solution user 

 SP23 CEO AI solution provider 

 SP24 Head of AI Expert 

 SP25 AI Lead Expert 

  

 

The study participants consisted of professors, chief executive officers, head of AI projects, head 

of AI department and regional sales manager. The main interview questions were based on the 

goals of the project. The average duration of the interview was 45 minutes. All interviews were 

recorded. Most of the project staff participated in the interviews. The interviews were summa-

rized in terms of notes. These notes were analyzed via this procedure – codifying each note, com-

piling the codes, identifying themes from the codes, grouping themes, renaming the themes, and 

presenting the final themes. This procedure is also known as thematic analysis, and it was con-

ducted in accordance with Eriksson and Kovalainen (2008) and Braun and Clarke (2006) recom-

mendations. 
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3 Introduction to AI utilization in SMEs 

3.1 Global markets 

The development of the global market for AI-supported solutions looks to continue strong within 

the next five years, and the overall global AI market value has been estimated at 62 billion USD in 

2020 (Grand View Research, 2021). One report studied the market revenue growth of the global 

AI software market and that is expected to continue at a compound annual growth rate of 41.6% 

from 2019 to 2025 (Frost & Sullivan 1, 2020). A key feature of AI technologies, according to the 

report, is their capability of disrupting industries and creating gaps in the market between coun-

tries. Particularly AI`s capability of large data set analysis can lead to productivity increases and 

business growth. For example, in industrial cases, this can mean improvements in machine cali-

bration and predicting malfunctions, as well as more accurately predicting how material supply 

may develop.  

By empirical findings of this research, the majority of the interviewees support the estimation of 

continued market growth, and that AI is highly likely to be applied, like many other technologies, 

in most industries, even if there are many steps along the way. Often, questions are there to be 

solved before utilization, such as ethics and data privacy regulations, while many companies have 

to work with their data before utilization. AI technology has had some hyped periods before, but 

in the last few years, AI has been transforming to be a more permanent part of many large indus-

tries, while becoming increasingly recognized in others. Globally, AI application is increasingly 

strong in many major industries: healthcare, banking and insurance, law, retail, media and adver-

tising, automotive, agriculture, manufacturing (Grand View Research, 2021), and education. As 

stated, there is much development still to come and many new opportunities can yet appear on 

the horizon. In Europe 2019, 23% of IT firms had AI implemented enterprise wide. Trials were still 

in place in 33% of the 1025 studied firms, 18% were on proof-of-concept level, and 26% were in 

early implementation. (Frost & Sullivan, 2021)  

In 2018, Vistage Research published a study on AI application areas in SMEs. In that study, 52% of 

the replies stated customer engagement, meaning sales and/or marketing operations and lead 

processing, logging, and analyzing customer data. Another 44% mentioned business operations, 
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covering, for example, predictive maintenance for machinery/equipment, routine task automa-

tion, and process control functions.  Talent management and hiring were mentioned by 20% and 

the final main category was financial reporting which 16% of the companies mentioned. In talent 

management, AI can support by providing better data to the decision-making process and target-

ing the right candidates now and in the future. Some applications can identify the right charac-

teristics, for example in a marketing position. (Vistage, 2018)  

3.2 Finnish market 

Finland is a relatively advanced AI country, and there are some extensive studies on this viewpoint 

including work by First Artificial Intelligence Accelerator FAIA (FAIA, 2020), Tieto (Tietoevry, 

2019), and Turku Science Park (Turku Science Park Oy, 2019). The FAIA report also studied some 

previous work by VTT and KiraHUB. These earlier surveys had identified that firms primarily 

wanted to use AI to understand big data, and that in the majority of applications, some sort of 

data is needed in the use of AI. FAIA studied the company functions where AI is being imple-

mented and in most cases (56.6%) AI was a part of product/services. AI as part of the production 

was in 17.5% of the cases while back-office functions (like accounting, and financing) were men-

tioned by 16.2%. On the company operations, most quoted were marketing, logistics, and cus-

tomer service. Over 400 AI startups exist in Finland, that either have AI components as founda-

tional in their products, or products and services that are based on AI platforms or algorithms, 

and those that provide AI consultancy as their main business.  

FAIA report (FAIA, 2020) identified several quite varying use cases offered by Finnish AI compa-

nies. These include, for example, invoice automation, optimizing port logistics, prescriptive anal-

ysis for pulp production, pattern recognition in clinical trials, and so on. The use cases cover many 

large industries, as well as technologies for smart cities, logistics, back office, sales and marketing. 

The report conducted in Turku region yielded similar outcomes (Turku Science Park Oy, 2019).  

According to the report, it looks like the Finnish market is producing AI solutions for a more varied 

set of use cases for industry scale, possibly even wider than the main AI industries on the global 

scale.  
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3.3 AI Technologies 

The definition of what AI is, is discussed more in other parts of this report, but this part outlines 

some of the main classes of technologies considered under the AI umbrella, that somehow look 

to imitate cognitive capabilities and assist in decision making. These technologies can be complex 

and have sub-categories and overlap each other, but for the purpose of this report, are mainly 

outlined for the reader to recap when technology is discussed in later chapters.  

Machine learning (ML): ML enables data analysis, learning, and prediction based on data. Typi-

cally, computer software is trained to identify some patterns in incoming data, such as machine 

operating data. Once sufficiently trained, the system can make predictions from data sets, like 

potentially upcoming malfunctions. (Frost & Sullivan, 2021) 

Deep learning (DL): A type of ML technology which trains machines/software to interpret some 

high-level abstractions in large amounts of data, big data. DL often consists of multiple levels of 

ML utilized to find logic or solutions to problems. DL resembles a brain like structure or neural 

network. (Frost & Sullivan, 2021) 

Natural language processing (NLP): NLP consists of applying pattern recognition technologies to 

understand human language. Language can be spoken or written, and NLP can interpret it.  Many 

programs utilizing NLP can also respond smartly, such as chatbots. (Frost & Sullivan, 2021) 

Computer vision (CV): CV is an AI technology that allows computers and systems to recognize and 

understand digital images and videos, and to make actions or recommendations to the user. (IBM, 

2021) 

Intelligent agents (IA): Intelligent agents are AI-boosted software programs that can autono-

mously make decisions or give a service based on their user input, environment, and data. Many 

customer-service chatbots, programmed with certain topics of information, are considered intel-

ligent agents but there are also very advanced bots that can search across the internet for an-

swers to almost any question by the user. (TechTarget, 2019)  
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3.4 AI Drivers 

Growth in the wide range of AI technologies has been driven by multiple factors internationally. 

The mentioned increase in data and big data globally demands interpretation. While much can 

be done with more traditional rule-based software, challenges, such as making predictive analyt-

ics or image recognition, are too complex in many businesses' use cases to be solved by rule only. 

AI also enables some degree of human analytical skills, expanding in time the software`s capabil-

ities of learning, analysis, and acting based on that, increasing efficiency. Particularly in software, 

AI can really optimize the programs which aim to find data patterns, reduce costs, or improve 

productivity, thereby often improving existing products and services. AI solutions can take up re-

petitive, long, or mundane tasks, freeing humans to more creative, complex, or emotional chal-

lenges, often much more motivating work and employee experience. AI enables the creation of 

new business opportunities, products, and services. Data integration and examination by AI can 

result in new insights to support organizational decision-making, from many different use cases. 

There are many valuable reasons for AI investment instead of only 1-2 standing out. (Frost & 

Sullivan, 2021)  

A Clarion blog (Sureka, 2020) in 2020 also listed benefits of AI for SME businesses: 

• Enhanced marketing 

• Tools that support salespeople 

• AI boosts customer engagement 

• Competitive intelligence support tools 

• Data security AI 

• Insights from CRM and new level of customer relationship and integration 
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• Chatbots, communication capability 24/7 

AI is arguably driven also by global technology trends that enable more and more wide and com-

plex solutions deployment. Cloud communications are growing vastly which allows companies 

fast, secure, and low-cost access to AI apps, and this is complemented by supercomputers that 

have the power to process practically anything SMEs may have to do, such as predictive analytics 

from big data. Mobile devices and AI-powered apps are boosted by the increasing availability of 

5G networks internationally. AI technologies are advancing in a number of directions which allow 

multichannel and expansive customer services and on-device intelligence in the future. Exponen-

tially growing data globally is also a key catalyst for AI adoption. (Frost & Sullivan, 2021) 

3.5 Barriers to the use of AI 

As for the barriers, Frost & Sullivan identify the complexity of the technology and of building AI 

models. Data management can also be complex and certainly time-consuming. Limited knowhow 

is available and there is a limited amount of people who master the required technologies. Often 

users/customers may be concerned with security, privacy restrictions, and lack of access to data. 

Data integration between systems can be complex and also time-consuming to build, therefore 

stated as one of these main concerns. Some skepticism is often found regarding potential incor-

rect actions by the AI, considering, for example, a certain tendency to bias. (Frost & Sullivan, 2021) 

These views are supported by the findings of the mentioned studies by FAIA and Turku Science 

Park. In Finland, some 21.3% of studied companies found AI use cases to be still unclear (FAIA 

study). Lack of data availability and lack of skills and expertise were also quoted with similar num-

bers. The mentioned integration issues repeated in the FAIA study (6.9%), were perhaps linked to 

the other issues in finding partners (6.9%) and trouble with testing and implementation (6.9%). 

Those also require funding, time and other resources (13.1%) ((FAIA, 2020)) Similarly in Turku 

region, many companies do not yet know how they might begin to test or implement AI in their 

companies (23%), lack of staff resources (17%), lack of knowhow (13%), and lack of finances (13%) 

are repeated. In a more general division, the challenges are found around data, knowhow, re-

sources, or value and utilization. A certain share of companies, by this study 11.74% find that 

there is no added value or use case from AI to their business (Turku Science Park Oy, 2019), which 
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is understandable also considering there are many micro and small firms that do not produce 

data at all much.  

3.6 AI use in marketing and customer support, AI in niche markets 

In customer experience and support, there are always demands to be more productive and effi-

cient, thus cutting costs. In large firms, vast amounts of interactions must be handled efficiently. 

One option for this is using human-machine interfaced solutions. More generally, AI can draw 

insights with a real financial value from customer data. AI can also boost the mentioned employee 

experience and make improvements that can empower people and perhaps reduce staff turno-

ver, as in many countries there are also fewer employees available than before. The computing 

power is available to utilize even the heavier AI-supported solutions and many young people ex-

pect to use advanced software and technology at work. By 2025, 95 percent of all European cus-

tomer interactions are expected to be supported by AI. (Frost & Sullivan, 2021)  

On the other hand, particularly customer service data volume can be overwhelming for SMEs so 

vendors and supporting stakeholders are needed. A strength of the European market is the wid-

ening variety of customer experience-related offerings and software available, so many compa-

nies who have evaluated their needs to improve in this sector can expect to be catered to at a 

reasonable cost. Mobile applications, different digital channels, and workforce optimization can 

be combined in AI solution selection. More advanced analytical tools are becoming available to 

interpret the customer experience and operational efficiency. (Frost & Sullivan, 2021) Particularly 

in the European and international markets, technology solution providers are forming one cate-

gory of the developing ecosystem. With these firms, AI technologies are solution features instead 

of core functionalities, and these firms can support specific business issues (PWC, 2021), some-

times for a chosen industrial sector (Kami Vision, 2021). Many startups are also in this group, so 

other small or new firms could now collaborate also with companies of similar size, rather than 

big firms only (PWC, 2021).  

APIs, for quick and easy integration between communication platforms and business applications, 

is another area in demand. (Frost & Sullivan, 2021) System integrators can be seen as another 

category of companies in the developing ecosystem, according to PWC. (PWC, 2021)  
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Suitable channels for customer service are also required by those firms that serve more niche 

markets, perhaps internationally B2B market. AI-powered applications provide real-time visual 

knowledge bases and proactive recommendations to enhance agent decision-making and com-

pany-wide knowledge sharing. AI can enhance the customer data, product or service data that is 

coming in from the customer, in addition to the inquiries made by the customer, forming a more 

complete package for being always available. AI, therefore, allows the analysis of drivers and in-

hibitors of customer performance, while providing a fast response. (Frost & Sullivan, 2021)  

AI tracking customer behavior (such as written message, spoken, facial etc.) or customer`s ma-

chinery behavior could be automized too. AI could instantly send a notification when a set pa-

rameter or sentiment happens, or, if not automatically sending it, suggesting action for the oper-

ator (Forbes, 2021). Simultaneously, the company would gather information on customer behav-

ior all the time, while being fast in first response. In some niche markets, there may be slightly 

more customers who tend to repeatedly ask similar questions. In this case, some AI-supported 

chatbot tool could also function efficiently.  

In the future for international niche markets, customer sentiment analysis solutions may come 

into use more and more. However, it can be argued that recognizing the sentiment from customer 

words or feedback may not always be extremely accurate, particularly when there is language 

translation in between. (Frost & Sullivan, 2021) 

3.7 AI for new product development 

AI utilization for new product development includes some different options. It can help humans 

produce better products and lower the costs in manufacturing and design, and even help save 

lives in the medical sector or by replacing dangerous jobs (Shanin, 2021). AI can provide smart 

manufacturing for new products, or it can be a foundation of a completely new product/service. 

In this case, sometimes AI development is a founding part of the entire company. These products 

are occasionally called “AI-firsts” (Bessis, 2018). They would not make sense without AI, which 

has been the focal point of their design from the beginning. 
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According to a recent study (MIT Technology Review, 2021), AI is however not a “silver bullet” for 

designing entirely new products. Product design and manufacturing also require engineering in 

the future. A significant finding has been that AI can lower the barriers of development, allowing 

exploration of many more design variances in new product design. More models can be simu-

lated, and then the best ones can be proof built, or code can be transferred directly to production 

line systems. Particularly in industries where there are multiple regulations and demands, such 

as car manufacturing, this has been pioneered in an effective way. More generally in manufactur-

ing, AI use cases and utilization is already extensively used globally in the design of new products 

(Columbus, 2020).  

AI-founded products, particularly in software, look very simple to use in comparison to traditional 

rule-based software with maybe hundreds of functions, but underneath there is much more. The 

products with AI foundations are much harder to copy or emulate. If something like this is created 

for a substantial market and one recognizes which part of human work is replaced comfortably, 

there is a chance of disruptive innovation and success. In the choice market, AI must, really, solve 

the problem with demanded levels of quality, demonstrability, and reliability. There are likely to 

be challenges, both in keeping the product functioning and for customers not to become over-

reliant on it. (Bessis, 2018) 

Plenty of discussions have been around the AI phenomenon and how ready different industries 

are for it. Particularly the new products founded on AI raise discussion on the readiness of mar-

kets and transitional periods, but at this stage, one should not discount either option. Many ex-

isting products are developed through AI, which can be as good an option. (Bessis, 2018). This is 

discussed more in the next subchapter. Extensive discussion on the readiness between industries 

for AI adoption is outside the scope of this study.  

3.8 AI for developing existing products 

The majority of companies internationally use AI applications that have been developed by a 

third-party vendor (39%). Quite often the vendor is combined with in-house development 

(30.2%), but encouragingly, a fair number of companies also develop AI applications themselves 
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(29.8%). (Frost & Sullivan, 2021) In the past few years, many existing products, particularly soft-

ware, have been adding AI features. These are sometimes called “AI-Inside”s (Bessis, 2018).  

An important question in improving products with AI is recognizing how much fault is tolerated 

in its use. Biases or other issues causing mistakes for customers is one issue to consider business-

wise, but potentially life-threatening problems in other fields are even more pressing concerns, 

often quoted in the case of developing autonomy to transportation. This can exist both in entirely 

new products and developing existing products.  

Reasons and rationale behind AI lead software recommendations or similar are increasingly 

needed. It needs to be visible or available to users to see how the recommendation or action has 

been taken and based on what. Complementing human work, AI can help make more consistent 

and faster decisions with better overall accuracy. (Accenture, 2018) 

3.9 Impacts of AI on SME’s strategy, turnover, and earnings 

For SMEs to deploy AI, strategy is described as one place where to begin the planning process. A 

company that can recognize the strategic steps that it needs to execute well and to help one grow, 

should think if there are applications for AI that can support the successful execution of the strat-

egy. For the SME applications of AI, it has been written that automation, image/face recognition, 

natural language processing, data analytics and predictive capacity are the main business appli-

cations (OECD, 2021). For SMEs, this can include strategic planning on: 

• Do you have something that you need to measure, that matters going forward?  

• What types of data there is in relation to the business?  

• Can you collect more data and/or digitalize more data?  

AI prefers lots of organized data and if something is important for your business, it should be 

measured. Kia Tolppanen from Telia (2019) reinforced this for companies: “Begin thinking directly 
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from strategy. What are your meters, and what do you want to achieve? Then move to implement 

different proof of concept trials, and on to production.” 

AI can be sourced or built to provide the solution for that specific, often data-heavy problem. AI 

is a technology, not something that one should especially worry about more than using traditional 

methods. (Vistage, 2018) Many firms utilize vendors or other external support to work with the 

data and to create/import the AI solution. Difficulties may come in the form of biases, relying on 

bad data, and how to explain how the algorithms work, being transparent (OECD, 2021). Ethics of 

data use are a consideration where expertise will be valuable as well.  

For SMEs, the positive impact of AI can be summarized into two issues: AI may alter the business 

environment and ease the operating conditions or enable change in business models or business 

practices. (OECD, 2021)  

AI's impact on the results of SMEs has been hard to estimate, and productivity gains and return 

of investment have been difficult to assess (OECD, 2021). However, as more and more case ex-

amples are published, many SMEs in different sectors and specific cases can already find lots of 

benefits to relate to, particularly efficiency gains in production or other processes, that lead to 

less use of manual labor and save costs and often increased safety and ecology of operation. The 

full economic impact of AI on companies is yet quite rarely measured or publicly available. In a 

survey of 68 companies in central Europe only 5 percent were said to measure the AI impact 

internally (Bunte et al, 2021).   

Some of the major technologies supported by AI, and some business operations, have been stud-

ied on the impact question. McKinsey found (1400 studied firms of varied sizes) that automation 

leveraging AI and other technologies creates labor savings of 20 percent or more and enables 

24/7 operation with scale up opportunity. Quality control can be raised up 100 percent, depend-

ing on the case market demand. Within the study, deep learning AI cases provided additional 

value (compared to traditional analytics) between 30 and 128 percent (McKinsey, 2019). Then it 

depends on the firm size and industry, and how much that is in money. 
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The state of AI in Finland (2020) report outlines several use case examples of AI. Purchase invoices 

automation (machine learning) can handle thousands of invoices per month, saving on human 

labor time and costs extensively. Then, a process automation tool in customer service handles up 

to 86% of customer queries and provides over 500 extra hours of service. These will lead to clear 

financial benefits, though numbers were not stated by the study. One number that was given is 

for an AI-powered optimization tool for airport flight operations: delays decreased by 61% and 

their duration decreased by 66%, resulting in 500 000€ monthly savings. In some cases, in which 

AI is used to automate manual tasks reduce the time spent by 97% or more, so while a human 

would spend an hour in a process, the systems spend only less than 1 minute. (FAIA, 2020) That 

is an hour of salary saved in every case, and the human gets to focus on making the final decisions, 

and per year extensive hours and money are saved. 

In secondary sources, much focus on SMEs AI adoption also leans towards marketing and sales 

processes support and automation. AI-supported paid online searches and intelligent google ad-

vertisement solutions are quoted to save SMEs thousands of dollars per month in search engine 

optimization costs. Demand forecasting solutions are also quoted, particularly for SMEs which do 

have to keep large warehouses and stock. (Remi AI, 2019)  

Ville Hulkko, co-founder of Silo AI, (Telia, 2019) has said that it is not most fruitful for companies 

to approach AI adoption only through task automation, but when the process is built so that AI 

handles the heavy data amounts and alerts a human upon deviations, then it works. In the best 

scenarios, human work alters as little as possible, and AI becomes part of daily work. At first, 

Hulkko said, it is most important to recognize a business impact and what in relation to that can 

be possible to implement with today`s AI. Finding the first full use case should take time and be 

taken carefully and pragmatically, in order not to delay deployment for years on end.  
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4 Main research findings 

This chapter focuses on outlining the main research findings of the empirical study in the pro-

ject. 

How do companies emerge or end up utilizing or deploying AI at the moment in Finland? 

Many AI startups have roots in Finnish universities and other research networks. Universities AI 

and data analytics related research has been an important enabler in creating commercial AI so-

lutions in Finland. In some cases, also the technology was developed within university research 

projects (SP9, SP17). Some companies were strongly based on the knowledge and competence of 

AI initially created within research networks (e.g., SP12). These companies were motivated to 

disseminate AI-related competence to industries and did not always, in the beginning, have a 

clearly defined focus on how to make business out of it (SP12).  

Companies were also created when key persons had been working in AI and data analytics roles 

in the private sector and then started a new company. That professional experience accumulated 

competence and offered an obvious vantage point to find out companies’ real-life problems 

worth solving and to understand the level of AI maturity in specific industries (SP7). This type of 

path often leads new companies to find their commercial focus much faster. Sometimes, as found 

in the interviews, research-based expertise or even technology takes more time to focus and de-

velop into a specific business offering with a demand validated by the markets (SP17).  

Companies utilizing AI in the core are not always based on AI and data analytics professionals 

seeking a problem in the market to be solved. Sometimes people working in another field of pro-

fession face practical issues and then find AI technologies that offer a suitable solution. As found 

in the interviews, some founders had experienced problems and challenges in contract manage-

ment and patent analysis (SP15, SP20). Later they founded companies to solve those problems 

by utilizing AI technologies (NLP). One company identified how their industry data was extremely 

time consuming and difficult to collect in relation to the development of new products/solutions 

(SP22). Multiple decades long industry knowledge was the core when re-designing the whole pro-

cess of research and development from hard to obtain datasets with help of AI technologies 

(ML/NN).  
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Some transformed from more general consultation business to data analytics and digital solu-

tions. Later focus was shifted more to AI/ML related tailored offerings (SP10).  

 

Sometimes, an AI-based company can emerge from a company sponsored competition. An ar-

ranged competition to solve a problem was the kickstart to the creation of one company (SP11). 

First, the focus of the new company was on offering just data visualization, which later changed 

to addition of AI dimensions (SP11). 

4.1 Identification of customer needs – why is AI selected to solve them? 

Most of the commercial AI solutions are so called human in the loop AI solutions where AI always 

requires humans to be involved somehow in the process of completing tasks. This results in AI 

being utilized in the complex automation of tasks and processes or simply augmenting the hu-

man’s competence to solve tasks. Founders expressed many times that they saw some specific AI 

technology as the only way to solve the problem without human’s input or when the task was too 

difficult and complex for humans to do manually. (SP9, SP16, SP18).   

Augmenting user capabilities 

• AI to interpret and make decisions (SP16) 

• AI to provide insight and new information to assist humans in work (SP7) 

Automating human’s capabilities 

• AI to more precise, faster, and cheaper operations (SP19) 

• AI (NLP, speech recognition, CV, signal processing/ML, etc.) to automate human capabil-

ities that are impossible for other technologies (SP15, SP12, SP20, SP21, SP18) 
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4.2 Definitions of AI 

4.2.1 AI is beyond a specific technology 

Both literature and empirical data showed that AI is not a specific technology. The data revealed 

that AI is a combination of various technologies. The data also pinpointed that AI cannot be de-

scribed without considering different technologies, and even techniques in collecting, analyzing, 

and implementing data. This information negates the common notion that AI is just a computer 

system as it was explained by Haenlein and Kaplan (2019), Saravanan et al (2017) and Dautenhahn 

(2007). It is revealed from the analysis that Machine Learning (ML) is the common technology 

behind AI. This was previously claimed by Stewart et al. (2020) who stated that much of the dis-

cussion and reference to AI has been specifically focused on ML. The other technologies are Deep 

Learning (DL) and Natural Language Processing (NLP). 

The data analysis revealed further that AI is built as a system in certain device or tool. Thus, the 

scholars and experts expressed that AI is a system that has the ability to do some activities. For 

instance, Goertzel (2006) described AI as a system that can achieve complex goals in complex 

environments as well as Wang (1995) defined it as a system that can process information and 

adapt to its environment with insufficient knowledge and resources. In fact, Adams et al. (2012) 

concluded that AI encompasses the development and demonstration of a system that exhibits 

the broad range of general intelligence found in humans. In a similar view, one of the experts 

said.: AI is just computers or machines doing intelligent work or something that we consider to be 

intelligent. Something that would have required more persons to be involved.” Another expert 

gave an example of how AI could be used in very harsh weather conditions to collect data, analyze 

them, and provide information for people. Likewise, an expert cited an example of how AI (com-

puter vision) could be used to detect components of equipment automatically from video and 

predict possible weakened parts, and when to maintain them so that the components could live 

long. All these examples showed that AI is not only an algorithm but also combinations of devices 

and technology to perform complex and complicated activities. (Gbadegeshin et al., 2021) 

4.3 How is AI used in Finland by SMEs?  

All companies interviewed for this research replied that they had AI as part of their core product 

or service, with full strategic and management commitment to the technology. This is essentially 
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what they use AI for. From a technology perspective, 11 companies utilize machine learning (ML) 

to different extents. Natural Language Processing (NLP) is utilized by 4 companies and computer 

vision (CV) by 6, while deep learning (DL) and neural networks were mentioned by 3. Some over-

laps and combinations of these AI technologies were also in place in many firms, naturally, and 

importantly many also have multiple uses, outputs, or benefits. To summarize the finding, in all 

company cases the core product/service is software where AI technologies are used but sensors 

and other hardware are needed too. The software is connected to their target customer groups` 

business related processes, to the certain entity(s). The concept of AI and its features was dis-

cussed extensively in the previous question.  In this research, several target markets were men-

tioned in total, such as industrial markets (8 mentions), security, medical (4), education (2), sport, 

media, and others.  

The majority of the companies utilize AI to provide their customers with operational optimization 

through certain use case types. Some summarizations can be made for these types found in this 

research. The mentioned solutions help users gain predictive analytics from data, increase task 

speed, automate tasks, and/or do automated data analysis from statistics or other specific data. 

These summarizations, one should note, are made with an idea of what the solution is primarily 

doing in a very simplified form, while their benefits are further discussed in later questions.   

Use case types recognized from primary data (generalized for privacy issues, some companies 

counted for more than one use case):  

• predictive analytics from data (5) 

• task speed increase (3) 

• task automation (5) 

• automated data analysis from case specific data (6) 

For defining these cases, predictive analytics enables the estimation of “future outcomes using 

historical data combined with statistical modeling, data mining techniques, and machine learning. 

Companies employ predictive analytics to find patterns in this data to identify risks and opportu-

nities” (IBM 2, 2021) in specific use environments. The task speed increase is essentially using AI 

solutions to operate tasks much faster than with previous technology and manual labor. Task 

automation similarly speeds up and makes it efficient to repeat tasks that take much longer to do 

manually or by existing solutions. Automated data analysis creates an output from potentially 

massive data which humans can follow up with and finalize, instead of working for a long time to 

reach the final analysis point.  
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“AI will take care of all boring tasks in all markets” statement by one entrepreneur (SP15) is one 

way of summing how AI could be utilized in the future, meaning heavily repetitive and manual 

tasks. AI utilization in the studied cases allows final decisions or follow-up actions to the user, the 

human in the loop as discussed earlier. Fully autonomous solutions were not recognized in this 

study, and some indication was found that many industries are not quite ready for them, or can-

not have them for regulatory reasons, but this is not to state that such solutions may not be cre-

ated more in the future, or that AI would not include them. 

AI utilization outside the core product/service, such as in marketing, customer support, or prod-

uct development, where some SMEs have utilized it according to previous studies, was imple-

mented by 3 of the interviewed AI-founded companies only, though another 6 see themselves 

potentially doing that in the future. This result may be different if the target group for interviews 

was different, but many of the entrepreneurs interviewed for this study were unclear of the ben-

efits of such solutions. 

  

4.4 Challenges and opportunities to the use of AI in SMEs 

The interview responses from the AI provider side yielded somewhat similar results as the sec-

ondary data review that was done for this project.  

Data  

Data availability and data quality are somewhat of a barrier to AI use according to the company 

interviews. It can be problematic in terms of quality, variables, location, cleaning the data, and 

checking what solutions are feasible. This requires working with customers. This was reflected in 

the expert interviews as well: 

SP2: “the most important thing is that you need sufficient data, because otherwise you cannot 

train sufficient algorithms. You need labeled data. Lack of data is the issue why one cannot utilize 

AI in the business.” “Companies plan how to get data and what data they need. It is part of their 

planning cycle. One needs to plan how to get data in the form when one can use it. Data cleaning 

is very important.” 

SP6: “If you try a tailored service, data quickly becomes a problem. In construction, for example, 

there is volume thinking and need so they do not invest in R&D but look to use semi-ready things 
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from the market. Also, SMEs should do this, look for readymade solutions as much as possible 

and get a feel for that. “  

Human resources 

As AI development is occurring in multiple industries and the use of AI is growing, there is a chal-

lenge to find the right human resources for developing AI solutions. One company also mentioned 

that finding people who understand both business and technology is a challenge. This could relate 

to the fact that a lot of development happens in close cooperation with the customer, therefore 

understanding the customer and the technology is necessary for the successful provision of AI. A 

company also mentioned that they have been also trying to hire junior experts as opposed to 

experienced PhDs since the technology is still developing and many do not have specific experi-

ence that they are looking for. SP5: “Shortage of technical staff. Expertise is needed from multiple 

areas, not only one, as the use of AI requires the collaboration of employees from different fields 

(such as law, CS, etc.) Need to know what the customer is looking for (in terms of solutions).” One 

expert, SP4 also mentioned that if there is no one in the company who understands AI, they can-

not use the tools. The expert also mentioned two key challenges for companies which are exper-

tise and the attitude of the companies. 

Close end-user cooperation is needed 

A healthcare related AI provider (SP12) commented that bringing a technology that has not been 

used before can be challenging. Some doctors for instance are more resistant when it comes to 

new technology as opposed to others. They have tried to work with the doctors “who are inter-

ested to learn better ways to work with their patients.” Once these doctors have a better under-

standing of the technology they are talking to others. The lack of conferences in the medical field 

also is a challenge since there it has been easy to talk about the technology and give an oppor-

tunity to try it (SP12).   

Customer expectations 

Customers might also have unrealistic expectations on what AI can do for them or do not really 

understand what AI can be used for. This seems to create a situation where the provider and 

customer are both exploring what the use case and business impact are in reality. This seems to 

be similar to other cases of adopting emerging technologies where the customer needs to be 

taught how to buy. This could be done via proof-of-concept PoC and piloting cases. One expert, 
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SP5, also commented that “AI is still on the experimentation stage, trying to find solutions to 

problems but still on trial and error, uncertain of the results or effectiveness of the AI use case.” 

AI Hype 

AI hype has been seen from different perspectives by companies. On one hand, seeing the word 

AI everywhere these days has generated a lot of interest in AI-based solutions, but the problem 

is that when the word becomes overhyped it saturates and might lose meaning (compare e.g. to 

the word innovation). Some companies would rather talk about a subset term of AI e.g. machine 

learning rather than AI. The focus also is  more on the added value the AI brings and not the AI 

itself, for the sake of AI.  

COVID 

COVID has also caused some barriers, but it has worked as a driver as well. Lockdown has required 

almost instant adoption of certain remote work technologies and for example, one AI solution 

provider provided a case example of providing a digital training platform for a customer in ten 

days to 16 training centers.   

4.5 Marketing and customer support with AI, AI for SMEs in niche markets 

As presented in the previous section outlining the secondary research that was used as a founda-

tion for the interviews, artificial intelligence has been successfully utilized by enterprises for mar-

keting and customer services purposes. To better understand this phenomenon in the Finnish 

context, the companies interviewed were asked about the topic and if their company uses AI for 

those purposes. It should be noted that two companies, SP14 and SP33, had time restraints and 

shorter interviews were arranged where this question was removed from the discussion. 

The responses were fairly consistent from all of the respondents. There was a sound understand-

ing of the capabilities of AI in marketing and customer service contexts. SP15 strongly agreed that 

these are “lucrative markets for AI”, elaborating that, “AI will take care of boring tasks in all mar-

kets.” Despite the consensus on the opportunities of AI in marketing and customer service, only 

companies that provide AI services in the realm of marketing and customer support reported 

using AI for these objectives. SP10 is an AI service provider that promotes AI as a customer sup-

port solution, saying that their “clients do not need to spend so much time on individual clients”, 

allowing for time savings.  
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Six interviewees said that although they do not currently use AI for these purposes, they may in 

the future. The reason for this is scale. As SP11 described, “maybe in the future, a wider audience 

may be relevant.” The rationale was the same as those who said that AI for marketing and cus-

tomer service was not in their foreseeable future. SP9 said that their customer market was 

smaller and niche, and because of this, direct communication was preferable. Others also de-

scribed their customer market as niche and felt that one on one communication was more suc-

cessful. 

Those who said that they may use AI in marketing and customer services added that they would 

most likely purchase those applications from another company that specializes in those fields. 

The reasons cited for this were the time and resources of developing AI for new purposes, the 

amount of data needed to train the AI, and the expertise that a specialized company has. 

The interviews overall showed a pattern of understanding that AI utilization, as SP12 put it, 

“should come from solving a problem.” The understanding of AI use for marketing and customer 

service follows the same pattern. AI has the power to solve problems, but it is not always the right 

answer. Despite not touching on the topic directly, the information given by the AI experts sup-

ported this.  

4.6 How AI can be used for new products and services development? 

In answering this question, 50% of the company respondents (SP7; SP10; SP12; SP15; SP17; SP19; 

SP20; SP21) agree with the statement, strongly endorsing that AI can create completely new prod-

ucts and/or services. However, while half of these interviewees provided some kind of justifica-

tion supporting their claim, the other half endorsed the statement without further clarifications, 

leaving an open-ended debate as to the feasibility of this question on real grounds. For the first 

group, companies such as (SP10 & SP20) argued that AI can provide advanced insights from ex-

isting solutions and/or data, and consequently, a deeper understanding of how the current prod-

ucts would be further developed, improved, and based on that identify the required development 

areas for future products.  

Interestingly enough, this same line of thought was raised in justifications of companies disagree-

ing with the above statement, and thus attributing AI’s ability to improve products as a comple-

mentary, rather than a radical way of designing products/services. For instance, (SP12) mentions 

that companies cannot just solve a problem from scratch using AI, but rather improve existing 
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solutions by incorporating neural networks, or what (SP9) called “extending” on the product. Sim-

ilarly, (SP8) adds to the latter debate with a metaphor, whereby AI’s ability to enhance existing 

product capabilities is compared to “how innovative a company is in designing stronger struc-

tures/frames with less materials…related to mechanical, statistical and structural problems”. At 

this level, it is worth mentioning that the product itself is as strong as the AI algorithm and data 

backing it. If the learning material is of poor quality, weak or biased, this will be reflected in the 

product as well (SP8). 

4.7 How AI can be used for improving existing products and services? 

In support of this question, a general trend of answers could be witnessed from interview re-

sponses. As such, an aggregate of 81% AI providers interviewed reinforced the discussion of arti-

ficial intelligence supporting existing company products/services through planning and/or indus-

trial process optimizations (SP7; SP11; SP18), automation of routine and/or labor-intensive tasks 

(SP15; SP16; SP17; SP18; SP19), sophisticated tasks requiring advanced computational capabilities 

(SP9), as well as maintenance or quality management tasks (SP8; SP10; SP12). At the other end of 

the spectrum, companies like (SP8; SP10; SP13; SP18) bring about AI’s capabilities to enhance 

customer services and/or support, or even scaling abilities with regards to meta-data analysis 

(SP12 & SP14). SP11 sums up the trend by arguing that “all current projects are either related to 

data analytics, visualization, processing, and/or automating things”. For processes, automation 

and scaling of huge amounts are in the core (SP22). Instead of taking millions of manual calcula-

tions, AI’s neural network has not only a faster execution but a more accurate (SP18; SP20; SP22), 

efficient, and objective one compared to human work (SP 14 & SP16). 

Digging into the deeper answering layers, the first trend – concerning planning optimization – can 

be seen in intelligent traffic management and autonomous cars (SP5), or even maritime logistics 

and transportation (SP7). Accordingly, AI is able to support maritime stakeholders (and users of 

the web/mobile Apps) with efficient planning, scheduling and operations lead whereby applica-

tions provide the widest picture to the specifics of large storage and cargo areas, automating the 

monitoring of the latter. In addition, AI plans customer schedules and connects them to the cargo 

storage predictions to calculate with accuracy estimations on aspects like when users need to 

start cargo operations (in hours of a specific day) and when the ship or cargo will arrive precisely 

(SP7). 
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A second trend relates to the automation of tasks and/or company activities. At this level, re-

spondents specified AI’s ability to support existing company products by automating routine 

tasks, such as administrative processes related to contract management, or general document 

management (SP15), human resources tasks such as using AI to search for potential candidates, 

and optimize the recruitment process (SP19), or more labor intensive operational (work-related) 

tasks (SP16 & SP17).  

Primary case examples brought about by companies (SP16 & SP21) pertain to the health sector, 

and more specifically to medical recording or transcribing. For instance, doctors traditionally 

needed to ask for the electroencephalogram (EEG) recording – a recording of brain activity de-

tecting abnormalities in brain waves, or in the electrical activity of the brain – externally from a 

nurse in a different department, which was a resource and time-draining process. AI has made it 

possible not only to take brain activity measurements immediately and throughout longer time 

periods, but also to follow the brain function in the most challenging situations, such as under 

sedation, brain trauma, or cardiac arrest (SP16). Transcribing medical prescriptions has also been 

a challenging routine for the health sector, and according to SP21, AI is now capable of supporting 

transcription work by automating the latter, resulting in 400-500% more efficient transcription, 

with 95% accuracy and real-time speed recognition of just 0.2 seconds. The process, traditionally 

taking up to seven days to be performed by average humans, is now delivered within 24 hours. 

Automation of routine tasks has also affected the music and entertainment industry, with AI per-

forming automated audio processing for programs, podcasts, recording, and AI-based audio qual-

ity editing (SP18). 

A third trend pertains to maintenance and/or quality management support. Under this line of 

thought, (SP8) argues that AI made the product more competitive in the global arena through 

automation of maintenance testing, quality control, and quality management testing, all of which 

are significant activities in the industrial sectors. (SP10) adds to the discussion by providing an 

example of different computer vision-based apps for detecting faults in electrical components 

from end video images and automating inspection works for clients. Automation of such critical 

industry processes enhances industrial quality control and inspection by providing an “affordably-

integrated” machine vision in industrial machinery (SP12).  

A fourth trend under the AI-supporting products/services umbrella lies in the latter’s ability to 

automate complex and sophisticated tasks, usually requiring advanced predictive analytics. A 

case example raised in that regard pertains to the Meteorology sector, namely “weather fore-

casting and predictions”. (SP9) stresses AI’s role in recognizing complex weather-related patterns 
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(such as Clouds) and providing faster and more accurate weather forecast updates in about every 

10 minutes. This is particularly important information for decision-making for companies and in-

dividuals living in coastal American cities under the constant threat of a hurricane storm. Thus, a 

need for buying an appropriate insurance backup cover is necessary and the existing accuracy in 

the AI predictive systems allows companies to better quantify the risk of what will exactly happen 

and accordingly calculate the insurance price, estimate damages, etc. 

Last, other companies emphasized AI’s scaling ability in analyzing meta-data, be it images (SP12) 

or content from digital learning environments (SP14). In the former, (SP12) discussed the role of 

similarity search in image databases in making stronger and more competitive products. In fact, 

the company mentions that “anywhere where you have lots of information, you have the chance 

to use AI to your benefit. Within our machine vision system, we are looking now to build search 

features for the thousands of images collected from production…making products more compet-

itive in scaling”. Also called “visual search”, “visual similarity search” or “image-based search”, 

this AI-enhanced capability is backed up by advanced machine learning and computer vision tech-

nology in the background, which scrutinize the product/image inventory, analyzing shapes, col-

ors, and patterns and returns results that are visually similar to the reference image provided by 

the user (Toncheva, 2019). Thanks to AI, visual search improves product discovery, delivers where 

text search fails, increases conversions, and decreases shopping cart abandonment while also 

offering rich media experience to users (Toncheva, 2019), especially for retailers and e-commerce 

in general.  

In industrial settings, duplicate product content detection enables content-based product recom-

mendations, which could leverage product similarity to recommend alternative items with the 

same characteristics for products that are out of stock. In addition, it can assist enhancing data 

information: if some product data lack certain attribute values, it is possible to suggest potential 

attributes that are found in its most similar products (Lazaridou, 2018).  

Finally, aligned with the meta-data scaling analysis, (SP14) discusses AI’s contribution to the edu-

cational sector through digital learning environments. As such, AI support educational activities 

by having machine learning algorithms analyzes with scrutiny all student interactions online, in-

cluding any thematic issues raised in the digital platform, comments, topics learned, highlights on 

learning materials, or even sentiments derived from discussions, resulting in a “student profiling”, 

clustering them into different learning tribes based on distinct learning recommendations and/or 

characteristics. 
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4.8 Impacts of the use of AI on company’s strategy, turnover, and earnings of companies and 

their customers  

All the firms interviewed in this project have AI at their core. Therefore, AI is also very essential 

to their strategy, and their earnings are heavily based on their AI-supported products/services. 

This was confirmed specifically by a number of firms.  

Some of the interviewed firms stated that, in their opinion, AI has the most potential for compa-

nies that have a lot of data in several processes that could be utilized. Therein, the AI utilization 

would have some impact on the strategy of those firms, and by estimation, also have a positive 

revenue impact: “Artificial intelligence and neural networks, they are like a way to make better 

decisions or faster decisions, improve processes, business processes. So, then you would want to, 

in a strategic way, look at your business processes, where you have a lot of scale, a lot of data, 

and the decisions over those processes are financially impactful.” (SP12) It was also stated that 

“AI, definitely it affects business outcomes positively. Makes things possible that were not possi-

ble before, but I see it simply as one technology and one should start from the business goals, 

and if there are AI methods to achieve that, then great.” (SP18)  

“There are not many structured outcomes documented from previous AI projects by companies 

considering the AI impact on, for example, profit”, an industrial expert (SP1) stated during the 

interview. Similarly, another professional in this field (SP2) mentioned that “[the] business value 

of AI projects is often difficult to estimate very well.” On this question of earnings and profits, the 

majority (15) of the interviewed firms serve their customers by optimizing some operation that 

saves time and cost, which contributes to their profits. Increasing the speed of previously manual 

operations can be an important part of this and was specifically mentioned by six interviewees. 

Seven firms specifically cited improving the quality of the user experience, while ecology or envi-

ronmental benefits were mentioned by two firms.  

Importantly, six of 16 firms were able to quantify some of the financial impacts of their AI solu-

tions. This finding added to the existing research (e.g. State of AI in Finland, 2020). AI, on average, 

reduced their customers` existing manual processes time to around 5-15 percent of the original 

time spent. To give an example, this means that 5-6 hours of paid human labor can be handled 

by a solution in 15 minutes. Automation of tasks can therefore free up e.g. 4 hours of working 

time of an individual, or 85 percent in other terms, even per day. These cases should have a pos-

itive direct financial impact on the user company. This study also showed that such solutions exist 

both for employee level and expert level positions in different industries. This allows for much 
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more time on creative and demanding tasks for humans, increasing the motivation and well-being 

of these individuals. 

To extend with some single examples from the empiric cases, one company (SP11) estimated 500 

000 euros annual savings in a case of early alert to a customer process issue which their AI-sup-

ported solution recognized. Another company finding was that a middle-sized institute in Finland 

may save up to 1 million euros per year from AI-based task automation (SP21).  

For the extent of this research, it can be estimated that AI solutions will save enterprises’ re-

sources and money, leading to better profits. SP3 estimated that “Utilizing AI properly could add 

20 billion euros to the Finnish economy. Who will get the profits in the game? I do not think it will 

be companies who go in minimal but those who go to disrupt and do something innovative which 

is very hard to do.” In cases where SMEs are not able to build their own solutions, various AI as 

service platforms are available in the markets that serve two or multiple tasks with one easy-to-

use service, and this option can and should be noted by SMEs (Barrett, 2019). Return on invest-

ment (ROI) in AI initiatives has at times been superb indeed in Finland. ROI of 5-10-fold has been 

found, which means that a 1-million-euro investment creates 5 million or more (SP25). 

Positive impacts on results and strategic operations were discussed, as described, but interview-

ees could not shed more information on turnover impacts because that takes a longer time. Many 

AI projects in Finnish companies are not yet 3-5 years old, the time that it takes to evaluate the 

impact on potential company growth and employment more fully, SP2 observed.  Some financial 

support has been and is currently available. In particular, AI-focused growth firms in Finland had 

collected almost 100 million euros in funding by early 2020 (Andersson, 2020).  
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5 Key outcomes, conclusions, and recommendations 

This report has provided new insight into the AI phenomenon in Finland, with a particular focus 

on small and medium-sized companies. It provided insights into how AI-focused SMEs have been 

founded and why and how AI is deployed by them in their products and services. The report out-

lined some expert views on how AI can be used to improve existing products or create new ones. 

The definition of AI and its different features were discussed in the interviews and summarized in 

this report. The drivers and the barriers of AI deployment were outlined, based on both secondary 

and primary study findings with a special focus on the challenges of utilizing AI. AI`s benefits for 

SMEs and their customers were discussed in chapter 4.  

This report provides some contribution toward the business impact of AI deployment, at least 

from the customer impact viewpoint. It was said in one of the interviews that the full economic 

impact of an AI project would have to be measured over 3-5 years (SP2). This is outside the scope 

of this project, and the same thing has been a challenge in public projects elsewhere. However, 

this study has also outlined a wealth of AI benefits with some contributions towards the economic 

benefits from its use.  

Perhaps AI is not yet sufficiently marketed to SMEs. Some of the interviewed companies have not 

seen much movement toward AI from SMEs or may not see them as a target market. From the 

research in this project, we find that SMEs who adopt AI have a good chance to grow and gain 

strong market positions. Many of the AI expert firms have to train the SME markets and users and 

they may have much to learn, but this is a typical step in new technology markets and SMEs in 

Finland have an excellent opportunity to learn from discussions with the AI expert enterprises.  

However, the opportunity to be among the first SMEs to benefit will not always last. An experi-

enced researcher (SP3) has studied the Finnish economy on AI adoption: “We have faced a prob-

lem that companies are very different. There does not seem to be a rulebook. There are huge 

opportunities, but you need some work and investment towards that. Most investments currently 

go to machine learning and data usage. Low-hanging fruits are not there anymore soon.” This 

view was earlier stated by AI writer Antti Merilehto (2019) who demands more AI piloting from 

companies in Finland. “If one has a chance to trial AI now, do it”. According to Merilehto, deploy-

ing AI into everyday business life at a firm requires three things: data, knowhow, and time to 

experiment. Knowhow can be purchased, recruited, or trained. For purchasing, less than 50 000 
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euros is already a good start. Merilehto expects AI to change business fundamentals “in nearly all 

fields of business”.  

The project research showed that AI expertise is widely available for many use cases in Finland, 

and the companies who offer AI solutions have strong expertise and education, many with either 

a university background (9 in this report) and/or a wealth of technology business background (8), 

thereby supporting their customers` deployment processes strongly. For SMEs, AI trials, piloting, 

and deployment are processes that have several steps and can take some time (data collection 

can take up to 80 percent of the project time (Andersson, 2020)), but there is also some public 

funding, and university supported programs and organizations which can support pilot processes 

and AI deployment planning for SMEs. The diversity of AI use cases and technology opportunities 

were found very wide in this study, which suggests that SMEs across all industries should not 

discount the opportunities without taking an in-depth look first. The AI business opportunity plan-

ning and deployment are recommended to include both external expertise and company internal 

expertise (Myllymäki, 2020).   

Ease of use of the solutions and quality of user experience were stated by a number of interview-

ees. These qualities can help SMEs who do not have deep expertise in AI technology or digitaliza-

tion means. An AI ecosystem can be said to be in place in Finland for SMEs to deploy and utilize 

AI and belief in the future was indicated by the participants, from a number of perspectives.  

Firstly, companies that utilize AI can progress in ethics and transparency. SP4: “AI has a huge role 

to show clearly to customers what the company does. Also, companies that use AI have to be 

clear about what data they use and how they get it. Ethical and transparent companies have the 

upper hand in the transition to AI.”  

Secondly, based on the Finnish market experiences so far, it is considered that many SMEs are 

capable of quickly going into planning and initial testing. SP1: “The great thing about the SMEs 

has been the fast development of good ideas and into Proof-of-Concept plan, quick adaptation 

and rethink are very positive in many companies.” Stopping dysfunctional ideas as early as possi-

ble is one key to good AI adoption as well (SP25).  

Thirdly, the availability of solutions and platforms is already there: “There are lots of great AI 

companies in the market, and when the market learns to use AI more widely, it will be better for 

everyone.” (SP21) SP6: “In construction, for example, there is volume thinking and need so they 

do not invest in R&D but look to use semi-ready things from the market. Also, SMEs should do 

this, look for readymade solutions (like Software-as-a-Services (SP24)) as much as possible and 
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get a feel for that.“ In essence, and in relation to what Kia Tolppanen from Telia has stated (2019), 

AI utilization would often be for strategic operations but does not necessarily change the overall 

strategy of SMEs. Rather, AI should be considered becoming a part of the strategy with some 

strategical adjustments, and not a separate bit on top of something in the company (SP25). Fi-

nancially, ready-made solutions may be much more viable for most SMEs, paying a monthly fee 

for example (SP24), instead of a big up-front payment.  

In addition, most AI providers validate the statement that artificial intelligence could support ex-

isting company products/services through planning and/or industrial process optimizations, au-

tomation of routine and/or labor-intensive tasks, sophisticated and/or heavy computations tasks 

as well as maintenance or quality management tasks. However, a debate is still ongoing on AI’s 

capability to build completely new products and services, with viewpoints vacillating between an 

approval or refusal of the statement portraying a firm belief that AI is rather an extension or 

complement to the existing products/services. 

The utilization of AI in marketing and customer support was discussed but not yet widely de-

ployed in many of the interviewed companies. There was a clear indication in at least two inter-

views (SP12, SP23) that simpler, lower-cost automation tools often solve many of these issues for 

SMEs.  

In our view, the findings in this research give a strong indication that most SMEs should inspect 

and look to pilot AI opportunities with a target to bring solutions to continuous use. This is sup-

ported by some recent expert opinions. Sam Salonen, senior business manager at Telia Robotics 

& AI, has stated that nearly all well-documented, specified processes, can be automized (Telia, 

2019). A good starting point is a process that has quite little deviations and is quite secure. Differ-

ent types of reporting, billing, and delivery processes are often such. In GDPR-related matters a 

robot can collect all the personnel data, no human intervention to personal data is required. At 

Telia, there is also a new employee package that is handled through robotics, robot ensuring that 

all tools and resources are in place for he/she on the first day on the job.   

CBD unit at KAMK has networked with some of the AI experts in Finland and can support regional 

SMEs in their AI planning and pilot projects in the near future. This has been already piloted in 

some KAMK projects, with a strong aim to continue. More overall, the ecosystem in Finland is 

already in place for more SMEs to try AI initiatives and to increase AI deployment in their produc-

tion. In Kainuu, we also have the infrastructure for cases that demand extreme computing power, 

as well as initiatives for data collection and pooling.   
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6 Further research and restrictions of the study   

This report is much based on material from “AI in their core” businesses. Those companies who 

simply utilize AI for some other part of the operation, outside the main products/services, have 

not been interviewed much here and this is reflected in the findings. Therefore, the understand-

ing of the deployment of AI into regular SMEs would warrant more study or surveying. AI-based 

marketing and sales support tools which some SMEs have been stated to utilize were less used 

by our interviewees and this area would benefit from more insights. An extended study of some 

companies that begin to deploy AI as users, with attention to their turnover and revenue, and 

comparing the starting point and later reference points, would add value to the study of the phe-

nomenon in Finland.  

An open issue revealed by this study includes a blurred understanding of and confusion about AI’s 

specific capabilities in creating entirely new products and/or services. This is actually important 

to recognize as a result, and it leaves an open discussion and provides a basis for further investi-

gation into the matter.  

Another limitation of this study lies in the generalizability of the interview results as they mostly 

pertain to AI businesses and/or experts in Finland spanning different industries. A possible avenue 

for research could be to analyze the viewpoints on Artificial Intelligence use within the same in-

dustry and highlight potential trends and/or differences, for a more focused understanding of AI 

specific to one industry. Finally, results from this study could also be analyzed and compared with 

regard to similar studies conducted in other countries to witness any interesting patterns. 

This research report does not particularly discuss ethics and GDPR-related data, which are always 

related to AI deployment and should be considered by all. This is mostly because of the existence 

of such knowhow in authorities and AI-providing companies that can support customers in this 

issue. The issue would also extend to another report on its own.  

This research report can be shared to interested stakeholders in Kainuu and elsewhere. For KAMK 

and CBD, an important aim is to discuss the findings in webinars, events and meetings where local 

SMEs also participate. CBD will also be happy to utilize our network for local enterprises' benefit. 

Some of the project findings can be transferred to different training materials for KAMK projects 

as well as the brochure contents in the AI Boost project.  
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